High-quality machines, excellent service, comprehensive consultation

STAHLWERK: New website on line

KNUTH Machine Tools has added the new CNC Premium Line STAHLWERK to its portfolio, and showcases the new premium CNC machines at national and international markets and trade shows. The extensive STAHLWERK program ranges from six CNC series and over 80 models – including heavy-duty and compact turning centers plus multi-spindle turning centers – to 3- and 5-axis milling centers and water-jet cutting systems. You will now find the entire STAHLWERK program on the STAHLWERK website under www.stahlwerk-cnc.com.

"The selection of the most suitable CNC machines is an absolute prerequisite to secure a more efficient, profitable and sustainable production in the long run," said STAHLWERK Manager Michael Schaaf. "On our website www.stahlwerk-cnc.com customers find all the relevant information to make the purchasing decision that is right for them." First, the customer will be presented with an overview of all machines available in the selected category. Via user-friendly filters and selection guides, customers are then led to a detailed description of the machines they are interested in. This is where initial ideas are beginning to take shape and important questions are addressed, so we can draw the best offer for a customized machine.

www.stahlwerk-cnc.com - The quickest way for expert consultation

"With up to 70 options and additional automation solutions all machines can be easily adapted to fulfill individual needs", said Castro Frenzel. STAHLWERK treats each machine as a separate project in order to develop and implement in collaboration with the customer the individual solutions that best suit their production.

"For example, customers can upload preliminary ideas and drawings directly to our website, or have a preparatory checklist send to them," said Michael Schaaf. "Furthermore, we provide detailed information on pallet and workpiece handling, robotics and tools."

One of our experienced STAHLWERK project teams will accompany you throughout the process – from the planning stage to implementation. With STAHLWERK PREMIUM LINE, customers will benefit from the extensive expertise and experience of German engineers and technical consultants.
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